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INSIGHTS & TOOLS TO INCREASE YOUR PANDEMIC 
ESCAPE VELOCITY
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Opportunities await on the other side
MODERN TOOLS FOR WINNING CUSTOMER LOYALTY & GROWING MARKET SHARE

With the devastating loss of lives and livelihoods, it’s strange to hear prognosticators speak of “opportunities in the New Normal.”  

But history tells us it’s true.

Let’s start by comparing the coronavirus global pandemic to the 2008 global financial crisis. Those who were in the workforce at the time 

will tell you it felt like the economy was utterly derailed in 2008. Whether you worked in a neighborhood restaurant or a global bank, the 

impact of a 1.7% decrease in global output (per the International Monetary Fund or IMF) felt like a freight train flying off the tracks and 

hitting a brick wall. In a much shorter period of time, the IMF tells us global output amid the pandemic will fall 5.0% this year.  

Maybe even 7%.

This global recession is unquestionably deeper and more protracted than the one in 2008-09. But the organizations’ behaviors are 
similar.

During the previous recession, a majority of organizations cut staff and slashed budgets. Many hunkered down and waited for the 

inevitable recovery to begin. A smaller number of organizations invested in two things — innovation processes and digital technologies.  A 

study of those companies, conducted by McKinsey, shows the impact of a resilience and investment in terms of shareholder value. 
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One interesting aspect of the McKinsey study is the immediate impact of a plan 

that emphasizes innovation and investment. While the point of the study was 

long-term value, notice how the performance gap between the “resilients” and the 

“nonresilients” was significant even as early as 2008 — the first year of the financial 

crisis.

As the investment firm ads all say, “Past performance is not indicative of future 

results.” But given the circumstances of the current crisis, it seems logical that a 

similar — and perhaps even more pronounced — performance gap will take shape as 

the pandemic subsides.

So, what does it mean to be a “resilient” in 2020-21? If you want your organization 

to lead in the New Normal — or the Next Normal or whatever the recovery period is 

called — what are some steps you can take? How can you position your organization 

to capitalize on massive shifts in consumer beliefs and behaviors moving forward? 

How can you escape from the depths of the coronavirus-induced global recession? 

And how does the cloud—long considered an emerging part of the modern 

customer service experience—increasingly vital for such resilience?

That’s what we intend to explore in this Ebook.

Resilient companies did better at the outset of the  
downturn and afterward. 

Total returns to shareholders by company type,1 index (2007-100)

Source: McKinsey 2020 Market Data
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Re-understanding your best customers
THEY’VE CHANGED MORE THAN YOU THINK

A prevailing thought among industry observers is that, as consumers, we’ve experienced nearly a decade’s worth of digital adoption since 

early 2020. Use of mobile banking apps, for example, has increased somewhere between 50-85%, depending on which study you believe. 

People who never trusted mobile apps to manage their money became power users in a matter of weeks. 

The same applies to telehealth. Online appointments emerged as the only consultative option for many patients during the early days of 

the pandemic. People who said they’d never consider an online doctor’s visit are helping drive an amazing 68% compound annual growth in 

telehealth usage. A majority of patients surveyed said that because of the time savings and accessibility of telehealth, they’ll continue using 

it in the future.

Pandemic-driven change is widespread, and much of that change will be permanent. This is true with every organization’s customers 

— including yours. Understanding your customers’ reshaped views of your organization — and their evolved preferences for how they 

evaluate and purchase your offerings — is foundational to accelerating your recovery. 

Understanding — or re-understanding — your current customers will help improve retention and potentially increase the economic value 

of each customer. It also impacts your innovation process. The targets your organization set for creating future offerings have shifted. 

Some of that change is temporary and some is permanent. But you need to understand all of it.
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ACCELERATOR TOOL #1 — CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAPPING

A journey map  is a foundational tools for understanding and meeting changing customer 

needs. This is just an example of a map, but most maps cover similar ground. The good 

news? You have all of the customer insights you need for this exercise flowing into your 

contact center every day. Use this map to inform key processes, such as innovation, 

pricing, messaging and omni-channel communications.

CONTACT US

POWER OF ANALYTICS
Looking for tools to extract high-

value customer insights from your  
Contact Center? We can help.

Explore our analytics technology or 
arrange a consultation with a Calabrio 

analytics expert.

https://www.calabrio.com/connect/
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAPPING

TOOL #1

Channel Research & Comparison Purchase 
Decision

Deployment  
& Usage

Customer Experience

Voice

Email

Text

Social

Video

Chat

High Satisfaction

CX/Impact

High Satisfaction

Use this template to begin assessing your customers’ buying journey. Leverage your data to begin to shape the 

path from consolidation to loyalty and exceptional customer experience. 
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Winning your share of buyers changing brands
A MASSIVE SHIFT THAT’S ONLY GROWING

A bi-product of the Covid-19 crisis has been a massive shift in how consumers evaluate and choose brands. During the early months of the 

pandemic, things people once took for granted — like availability, accessibility and digital experience — became primary brand evaluation 

and selection criteria. As time goes on, consumers develop affinities for brands that are able to provide products and services in a timely 

manner and simplify online and mobile experiences. This has led consumers to shift away from long-time brand relationships. In the U.S. 

alone, more than 75% of consumers have altered their shopping behaviors and changed to new brands during the pandemic. 

Another change to the brand evaluation and selection process is socially- and values- oriented. Increasingly, consumers want to do 

business with brands that do the right things. They feel good about spending their money with companies that demonstrate environmental 

responsibility, fair treatment of employees and a commitment to social justice. The combination of these new trends, along with the 

realities of the pandemic, have created a wide-open landscape that puts millions of customers in play. Organizations that understand this 

and actively pursue those free-agent consumers will likely accelerate their recovery from the pandemic.
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ACCELERATOR TOOL #2 — BRAND MESSAGING FRAMEWORK

The analytics you extract from your contact center for the journey map process (see 

Accelerator Tool #1 from this e-book) can also be used to refresh your brand messaging. 

The most important aspects of messaging are your organization’s purpose, brand story 

and values.

For most brands, this is not a complete refresh, but rather a recalibration. Clearly 

articulating your organization’s brand allows you to align who you are, what you do and 

why you matter with the attributes that are most important to consumers searching for 

brands they can trust.

EXPLORE

LEARNING WHAT 
MATTERS

Using the right tools in your contact 
center can give you the power to 

collect important data on a number of 
fronts, including sentiment analysis. 

With the right technology, you can go 
beyond what people are saying and 

learn what they truly mean.

Explore our sentiment analysis tools or 
arrange a consultation with a Calabrio 

analytics expert.

https://www.calabrio.com/wfo/customer-interaction-analytics/call-center-sentiment-analysis/
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BRAND MESSAGING FRAMEWORK

TOOL #2

Value Proposition #1 Value Proposition #2 Value Proposition #3 Value Proposition #4

What are the ways we make our customers’ 
lives better? What will they experience  

when working with us.

Brand Pillar #1 Brand Pillar #2 Brand Pillar #3 Brand Pillar #4

What are the things we believe, do or possess 
as an enterprise that bring our brand story and 
value props to life and make them actionable?

Key Message #1 Key Message #2 Key Message #3 Key Message #4

What is a distinct and  compelling aspect of 
our story that will be meaningful to specific 
customers? What is a key take-away from 

encountering our brand — what do we want 
customers to remember?

BRAND PURPOSE
Why our enterprise exists and how the world is different (especially our customers because we’re here)

BRAND STORY
Where did our organization come from and where are we going? Why is it compelling for customers to join us and make us part of their lives?

POSITIONING
What do we offer? Who is it intended for? What makes us different from alternatives in the market? Most importantly, why should our customers care?
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Creating consistent multi-channel experiences
THE POWER OF FEELING KNOWN

Not surprisingly, consumer time spent on business apps has increased more than 220% since the beginning of 2020. E-commerce has 

boomed, too. Consumer spending online has increased more than 30% from 2019 to 2020. Clearly, consumers are becoming more 

proficient with digital channels. They’re comfortable interacting with you by phone, text, social media, online or through your app. As 

noted earlier, these consumers are also evaluating brands differently as they move through their omni-channel engagements — and they 

like brands that “know” them and are familiar with their preferences.

This means that organizations that do the best job of providing a seamless and united omni-channel experience have a strong advantage. 

Even as the pandemic subsides, consumers will continue to move between these channels with great proficiency — and they will expect 

you to do the same.
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ACCELERATOR TOOL #3 — WFM CHECKLIST

This isn’t just about adding channels; it’s about creating a seamless experience for 

customers as they move freely between them. This requires highly trained contact 

center agents who are proficient across all channels and who have the right customer 

information at their fingertips. 

In addition to training, a critical component to omnichannel success will be the right 

workforce management (WFM) system. When contact center managers can schedule the 

right agents to be available on the right channels at all times, they can properly staff the 

contact center, measure agent performance and understand customer response. 

CONTACT US

TAKE WFM FOR 
A TEST DRIVE

The right WFM technology is 
foundational for a successful omni-

channel strategy. So, how do you pick 
one? If you listen to the marketing, every 
vendor has the best offering. You should 

see for yourself first-hand.

Schedule a hands-on  demo of the full-
featured Calabrio WFM solution here.

https://info.calabrio.com/product-demo/workforce-management/
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WFM CHECKLIST — KEY CAPABILITIES

TOOL #3

Forecasting & Planning

Dynamic Modeling

Budgeting

Hiring Planning

Vacation Planning

Capacity Planning

Schedule Management

Dynamic Availability

Performance-Based Scheduling

Rules-Based Scheduling

Skill Allocation

Approval Workflows

Multi-Site Scalabilty

Optimization Tools

Intraday Automation

Real-Time Call/Availability Tracking

Drop-and Drag Scheduling

Agent Adherence Monitoring

Intraday Optimization

Self-Service Employee Mobility

Mobile App

Agency Preference Notification

Agent Alerts

Absence Tracking

Self-Scheduling

Chatbot 

Shift Trading

Overtime Management

Calendar Sync
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Turning contact center reps into brand 
ambassadors
BRING YOUR BRAND STORY TO LIFE

It’s amazing how many organizations have fantastic brand stories that never escape the big strategy binders that sit on so many shelves in 

CMO offices. Even if a brand story is brought to life in an advertising, public relations or social media campaign, there’s little chance your 

target audience will fully absorb it. Consumers are simply deluged with too many messages over too many channels today.

The best way to activate your brand story is to help the people who talk to customers most often internalize that story. Contact center 

representatives have more opportunities to deliver your brand story directly to customers than anyone else in your organization. They 

are also the ones who have the most opportunities to make the brand story meaningful. They can demonstrate how your organization 

lives up to your brand promise every time they engage with a customer — especially if they are problem-solving.
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ACCELERATOR TOOL #4 — BRAND STORY TRAINING TEMPLATE

This might be the most important tool you provide to your contact center agents. The 

ability to understand what your brand means and what it stands for can help your reps 

in almost every engagement. They can apply the brand story in their conversations 

to deepen engagement with customers — and provide real-world evidence that your 

organization cares about customers and delivers value.

To do this, agents need to understand your brand story at a granular level. The story 

needs to be second-nature for them — it needs to be part of their thought process when 

engaging with customers, meeting needs and solving problems.

DOWNLOAD

GAMIFICATION AS A 
TRAINING TOOL

There are lots of ways to train agents 
on your brand story. One of the most 

engaging and effective is gamification. 
This works well, even when agents are 

spread across multiple locations.

Calabrio offers a helpful white paper on 
deploying gamification strateges. You 

can download it  for free here.

https://info.calabrio.com/gamification-getting-started-with-a-real-world-strategy
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BRAND STORY TRAINING TEMPLATE
Brand Story Training

Brand Story Element Customer Relevance Application Example #1 Application Example #2 Application Example #3

What drives us, why we matter
What are the ways we make our 

customers’ lives better? What will they 
experience when working with us?

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and  

use as a case study.

How we make the world better State in customer terms – from an 
external viewpoint

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and  

use as a case study.

How we improve customer’s lives
State in customer terms – from an 

external viewpoint.

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and  

use as a case study.

Our vision for the future
State in customer terms – from an 

external viewpoint.

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and  

use as a case study.

Our core values State in customer terms – from an 
external viewpoint.

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and  

use as a case study.

TOOL #4

Use this template to create a training tool for your conact center agents — or other customer-facing employees.
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Mastering platformication
IT’S ALL ABOUT AGILITY & GETTING THERE FIRST

A study by our technology partner Twilio shows that the pandemic condensed six years of digital transformations into a matter of months. 

Organizations all over the world scrambled to enable work-from-home, stabilize supply chains and maintain connectivity with customers, 

partners and other key audiences. The digital migration plans that had been plodding along were tossed aside and replaced by more 

nimble experiment-innovate-apply processes. Analysts in every industry believe organizations will maintain this new rapid pace of digital 

transformation — and those that move the fastest will be in better position to win in the new landscape.

In the contact center, digital transformation centers on the move to cloud-based WFO, WFM and analytics platforms. Moving away from 

on-premises software solutions allows you to move faster and with greater flexibility and agility. You can add new features, experiment 

with new technologies and expand or decrease your number of users almost instantly. One note: It’s important to distinguish true cloud-

native solutions from “cloud” solutions that are simply traditional on-prem software that’s hosted in the cloud. Be sure to look for solutions 

that were built for the cloud from the ground up and offer true software-as-a-service (SaaS) flexibility.

https://www.twilio.com/covid-19-digital-engagement-report
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ACCELERATOR TOOL #5 — CLOUD-BASED PLATFORM EVALUATOR

Moving to the cloud is no longer optional. Your customers simply expect the 

responsiveness and agility you only get from working with a cloud-based contact center 

platform. But all cloud solutions are not created equally. Here is a simple checklist you can 

use to make sure the cloud platforms you’re considering offer the capabilities you need to 

accelerate your post-pandemic success.

CONTACT US

EXPERIENCE  
TRUE AGILITY

Experiencing the speed and agility of a 
cloud-based platform is better than just 

reading about it.

You can schedule a no-obligation test 
drive of Calabrio ONE here.

https://www.calabrio.com/the-new-calabrio-one/
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CLOUD PLATFORM CHECKLIST

TOOL #5

CLOUD PLATFORM
Must-Have Checklist

True SaaS Solution — Built for the Cloud

Same Code for On-Prem & Cloud — for Hybrid Deployments

Proven Remote Work Configurations

Features & Functionality to Align with Your Workflows

Service Level Agreement Flexibility

Security & Privacy — Zero-Trust Authentication

Compliance Workflows for Your Industry

Compliance with GDPR & Related Regulations

Backup & Recovery Systems

Multitenancy for Shared Environments

Customer-Driven Innovation & Customization 

Broad Range of Innovations
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W
ORKFORCE AGILITY AND FLEXIBILITY

About Calabrio
Calabrio is the customer experience intelligence company that empowers organizations to enrich human 

interactions. The scalability of our cloud platform allows for quick deployment of remote work models—and it 

gives our customers precise control over both operating costs and customer satisfaction levels. Our AI-driven 

analytics tools make it easy for contact centers to uncover customer sentiment and share compelling insights 

with other parts of the organization. Customers choose Calabrio because we understand their needs and provide 

a best-in-class experience, from implementation to ongoing support.
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAP TEMPLATE
TOOL #1

Channel Research & 
Comparison

Purchase 
Decision

Deployment  
& Usage

Customer 
Experience

Channel Channel

Voice

Email

Text

Social

Video

Chat

High Satisfaction

CX/Impact

High Satisfaction
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAP TEMPLATE
TOOL #2

BRAND PURPOSE

Why our enterprise exists and how the world is different (especially our customers because we’re 

BRAND STORY

Where did our organization come from and where are we going? Why is it compelling for customers to join us and make us part of their lives.

POSITIONING

What do we offer? Who is it intended for? What makes us different from alternatives in the market? Most importantly, why should our customers care?

Value Proposition #1 Value Proposition #2 Value Proposition #3 Value Proposition #4

What are the ways we make our customer’s 
lives better? What will they experience when 

working with us.

What are the ways we make our customer’s 
lives better? What will they experience when 

working with us.

What are the ways we make our customer’s 
lives better? What will they experience when 

working with us.

What are the ways we make our customer’s 
lives better? What will they experience when 

working with us.

Brand Pillar #1 Brand Pillar #2 Brand Pillar #3 Brand Pillar #4

What are the things we believe, do or possess 
as an enterprise that brings our brand 

story and value props to life and makes them 
actionable?

What are the things we believe, do or possess 
as an enterprise that brings our brand 

story and value props to life and makes them 
actionable?

What are the things we believe, do or possess 
as an enterprise that brings our brand 

story and value props to life and makes them 
actionable?

What are the things we believe, do or possess 
as an enterprise that brings our brand 

story and value props to life and makes them 
actionable?

Key Message #1 Key Message #2 Key Message #3 Key Message #4

What is a distinct and  compelling aspect of 
our story that will be meaningful to specific 
customers? What is a key take-away from 

encountering our brand — what do we want 
customers to remember?

What is a distinct and  compelling aspect of 
our story that will be meaningful to specific 
customers? What is a key take-away from 

encountering our brand — what do we want 
customers to remember?

What is a distinct and  compelling aspect of 
our story that will be meaningful to specific 
customers? What is a key take-away from 

encountering our brand — what do we want 
customers to remember?

What is a distinct and  compelling aspect of 
our story that will be meaningful to specific 
customers? What is a key take-away from 

encountering our brand — what do we want 
customers to remember?
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CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAP TEMPLATE
TOOL #3

WFM CHECKLIST
Key Capabilities Checklist

Forecasting & Planning

Dynamic Modeling

Budgeting

Hiring Planning

Vacation Planning

Capacity Planning

Schedule Management

Dynamic Availability

Performance-Based Scheduling

Rules-Based Scheduling

Skill Allocation

Approval Workflows

Multi-Site Scalabilty

Optimization Tools

Intraday Automation

Real-Time Call/Availability Tracking

Drop-and Drag Scheduling

Agent Adherence Monitoring

Intraday Optimization

Self-Service Employee Mobility

Mobile App

Agency Preference Notification

Agent Alerts

Absence Tracking

Self-Scheduling

Chatbot 

Shift Trading

Overtime Management

Calendar Sync
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BRAND STORY TRAINING TEMPLATE
TOOL #4

Brand Story Training

Brand Story Element Customer Relevance Application Example #1 Application Example #2 Application Example #3

What drives us, why we matter
What are the ways we make our 

customer’s lives better? What will they 
experience when working with us.

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and use as 

a case study.

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and use as 

a case study.

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and use as 

a case study.

How we make the world better State in customer terms – from an 
external viewpoint

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and use as 

a case study

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and use as 

a case study

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and use as 

a case study

How we improve customer’s lives
State in customer terms – from an 

external viewpoint.

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and use as 

a case study.

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and use as 

a case study.

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and use as 

a case study.

Our vision for the future
State in customer terms – from an 

external viewpoint.

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and use as 

a case study.

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and use as 

a case study.

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and use as 

a case study.

Our core 
values

State in customer terms – from an 
external viewpoint.

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and use as 

a case study.

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and use as 

a case study.

Find an example based on real 
agent-customer engagement and use as 

a case study.
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CLOUD PLATFORM CHECKLIST
TOOL #5

CLOUD PLATFORM
Must-Have Checklist

True SaaS Solution — Built for the Cloud

Same Code for On-Prem & Cloud — for Hybrid Deployments

Proven Remote Work Configurations

Features & Functionality to Align with Your Workflows

Service Level Agreement Flexibility

Security & Privacy — Zero-Trust Authentication

Compliance Workflows for Your Industry

Compliance with GDPR & Related Regulations

Backup & Recovery Systems

Multitenancy for Shared Environments

Customer-Driven Innovation & Customization 

Broad Range of Innovations
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Recovery accelerator kit

LEADING IN THE NEW
 W

ORLD OF W
ORK




